
7000 Changelog - 2.20

Version 
Number

Date Changes

2.20.43 15/09/2022 General

Added ability to lock alarms
Fixed clutch output issues when using Split Bin Widths

7500

Saftey sensor timer is now configurable

7115

Protocol changes

7300

kg/m2 now available in tiles and rate menu

2.20.42 03/05/2022 General

Fixed secondary sensor not working with PowerPODs

7115

Limit tramline output to POD 1 and 2

2.20.41 05/04/2022 7115

Enabled Wi-Fi app
Added output for tramlining

7105

Reduced sensitivity of speed warnings

2.20.40 10/12/2021 7500

Fixed bin secondary safety sensor alarm for 7500 model type

7106

Enabled serial baudrate configuration for 7106 model type

2.20.39 N/A General

This version was intentionally skipped

2.20.38 N/A General

This version was intentionally skipped

2.20.37 N/A General

This version was intentionally skipped



2.20.36 25/10/2021 General

Russian translations updated
PPI PowerPOD type added to 7000 system
Bug fixes to watchdog/initilisation script

7109

Single Auxiliary added to POD 1
Single Auxiliary and Pressure sensor added to POD 2
POD 3 added with 2 Auxiliaries and 2nd Pressure Sensor
POD 4 added with 2 Auxiliaries

7115

Pressure sensor moved from POD 3 to POD 2
Fan sensor on POD 3 (Fan 2) and POD 4 (Fan 3) now being read correctly

7125

7125 Model Type created for a 2 Bin, 1 Tank, High-Power System

2.20.35 N/A General

This version was intentionally skipped

2.20.34 02/09/2021 General:

General

Calibration rate can also be the application rate if the user sets the rate as the application rate
When a GPS is made the speed source, The alarm reset is set automatic

7502

outputs defaults to 5kHz

7109

Wireless Calibration button appears in page machine page properly

2.20.33 20/07/2021 General:

Added support for new Load Cell
Added in ‘master’ job that cant be edited or deleted
Added quick calibrate tile
Added External run/hold AUX
Updated blockage tile UI
Added Ukrainian language support
Added in text to let user know when no VRA map is loaded
Distance mode no longer resets when calibrating
Added TCP calibration

7502

Added 7502

Bug fixes:

Calibrating pressure sensor no longer defaults back to kPa
Fixed Cyrillic shapefile export
Fixed exiting calibration mode when exiting gate calibration page
Fixed gate height displaying too many decimals
Fixed fan control settings saving
Fixed bin status UI in the menu
Fixed VRA map zoom
Removed VRA bin toggle button when only one bin is used



2.20.32

2.20.31

N/A General:

These versions were intentionally skipped

2.20.30 20/11/2020 General:

Added in Russian langauge
Added in Cyrillic keyboard

Bug Fixes:

Updated VRA map UI

74v1 Sprayer:

Prime speed is now disabled by deafult

7115

Added in new model type 7115

7105:

Updated feed tile UI
Added in AUX page
Added in control range warning for distance mode
Added in ability to zero bin weight from tare tile

7107:

Added in split hopper feature

7120:

Added in POD switching between 2 PODs

2.20.29 28/09/2020 General:

Bin/Tank Menu - Bin/Tank selection bug fix

2.20.24 24/09/2020 General:

Bug fixes

7109:

Wheel Speed calibration bug fixed
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2.20.23 21/09/2020 General:

Re-work of Coverage Mapping and headland control

Mapping visuals upgrades
Bug fixes
Performance improvements
Coverage map now gives a warning if no job is selected or if there is no GPS

VRA Mapping

VRA map now gives a warning if no VRA map is selected or if there is no GPS
Performance improvements
Bug fixes

Vehicle no longer leaves a trail on the map
GPS performance improvements
Load Cell bug fixes

Load Cell modules now reconnect to the 7000 more reliably
Load Cells can now have a mV/V maximum of less than 1mV/V

Radar ground speed default calibration set to 10 Hz per km/h
General bug fixes and performance improvements

7300:

7300 setup menu bug fixes

Blockage menu option is no longer shown

7105:

7105 GPS bug fixes
Additional data logging

7109:

Can now switch to the 7109 model using the standard model switching menu page with

2.20.22 30/06/2020 Changes:

Added compatibility for more USB types
Added more smoothing for Load Cell reading
Full re-work of VRA mapping

The map can now handle larger maps with more data points
A warning will come up if the map is getting too large for coverage

Changes 7300:

Width tile is now disabled when using spinner/fan width control

Changes 7121 and 7120:

Updated default setup
Updated Bin and Spinner UI

Bug Fixes:

Fixed up some bugs around the beeper
User now no longer lose the unlock for the 7000 when importing a bin file from another device
Fixed dual spinner headland control not working properly
Bin level alarm will now only trigger when there is a bin level sensor connected

2.20.21 15/04/2020 7105 Changes:

Added improved distance mode calculations.

Bug Fixes:

Fixed a small bug that was associated with multiple channel systems and not saving bin state 
through reboot
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2.20.20 07/04/2020 Changes:

Added in Auto/On/Off for automatic headland control

User will now be able to force a bin on or off regardless of headland coverage
Added in heading change threshold that will stop the system from changing heading too much 
when stationary.

7500 Changes:

Added in ‘Split Bins’ for coverage and control.

When user splits multiple bins/tanks the system will control each bin to width/(Number of bin
/tanks). eg. 3 bin seeder with 12m implement width, each bin will now control to 4m.

7105 Changes:

Weight and Distance mode now automatically restart when finished
Weight is now smoothed for display
Updated UI for 7105 wagon tile
Floor chain now stops before the end of run

This can be configured for both distance and weight mode
Added logging for critical system errors

This can be exported onto a USB

Bug Fixes:

Fixed issue where system would sometimes lose its ‘Site ID' on boot. causing the software to lock 
up
Fixed UI issues with Night Mode

7500 Bug Fixes:

Fixed bug where VRC fan#2 will not read in properly on UniPOD#2

7300 Bug Fixes:

Fix issue where gate does not control when in ‘Hold’ mode
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2.20.19 03/03/2020 Changes:

VRA now had ability to nudge rate + or - based on user configuration
Added in Headland Control for coverage mapping

Unlocked feature - User can now have the bin/tank/belt automatically turn off when in a 
covered area

Added error for when the PowerPOD Voltage is too low
Updated coverage map to be more intuitive

The map will now show the user any issues that may be stopping it from drawing. ie. No Job 
set or no GPS

Added in option to disable Product Calibration warning

7120 Changes

Spinner is not disabled when spinner is disconnected

7109 Changes:

Added 7109 model type

7107 Changes:

Fans can now be controlled

7105 Changes:

Can now re-scan for available wifi devices.
Added in weight mode for feed

Bug Fixes:

Fixed issue with coverage map where you can get stuck zoomed in too far.
Fixed issue where coverage map still draws when in hold mode
Fixed bug where deleting the bin file will crash the software

7106 Bug Fixes:

UniPODs now automatically allocated when connected

2.20.18 05/12/2019 7106 Bug Fixes:

Spray UniPOD now displays green when successfully connected to a 7106.

2.20.17 5//12/2019 7106 Changes:

Added serial output for job data feature

2.20.16 23/10/2019 7107 Bug Fixes:

Fixed bug where bin 2 would not work
Fixed bug where running bin 2 would switch to bin 1

2.20.15 02/10/2019 7104 Bug Fixes:

Fixed issue where Sprayer flow valve would close when all sections are off
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2.20.14 30/09/2019 Changes:

Added in headland control – Will be available in the future with a new unlock.
Added ability to set a % overlap value which will turn bins on/off based on covered areas
Added PowerPOD Analog to POD models
Added PowerPOD over current detection
Updated language support – also updated all language text in the 7000
Added in debug logging to test page
Added in new SAS unlocks.
Added ability to enable beep when the system is in HOLD
Added ability to import jobs
Added a warning in the menu page when the system is running. Making changes to the system 
while it is in RUN mode can cause the system to shut down for half a second.
Added GPS Demo mode – We can now add in a set path for the 7000 to drive along for Demos
Updated the coverage page to be more accurate and to scale.
Added a check in the product calibration to verify motor is not at its minimum or maximum RPM.

7105 Changes:

Updated the 7150 wifi tile

7300 Changes:

Added new spinner PWM & width
Updated coverage map to work better with spinners

7120 Changes

Added 7120 model

7107 Changes

Added 7107 Model

Bug fixes:

Updated beeper not working the first time
Bin level sensor alarm will no longer trigger on ‘disabled’ bins/tanks
Coverage page now resets the map when the job is changed. Before if you changed the job, the 
old job will still be displayed in the Coverage menu until the system reboots.
Fixed VRA map not displaying the correct tractor position

7104 Bug Fixes:

Dump valve will now open when all section valves are off

2.20.13 19/03/2019 Changes:

Updated current reading for PowerPOD
Added in ‘Dev version’ warning when the user is using a development version of the 7000

7105 Changes:

Updated 7105 default tiles
Added in icons for wifi tile

Bug fixes:

Updated unit error for current reading
Removed smoothed value for current alarm

2.20.12 13/03/2019 Changes:

Some model types can no longer use manual output AUX
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2.20.11
Dev
Release

25/03/2019 Changes:

Development release for 7105, 7107

7104 Bug Fixes:

Chopper should not run at the end of the planting row when in hold

2.20.08 10/01/2019 Changes:

Update for KG remaining vs % left.
Added ability to change output frequency

7104 Bug fixes:

Fixed issue where the motor does not stop when stopping in the middle of the row

2.20.07 12/12/2018 Bug fixes:

Fixed issue where job reset tile resetted all jobs. It will now only reset the selected job

2.20.6 05/12/2018 Changes:

7000 now displays ‘POD’ instead of UniPOD

Bug fixes:

Fixed issues with control % error for tiles

2.20.5 03/12/2018 Changes:

Added in motor control error range – You will now get an error on the tile if the motor is controlling 
out of calibrated range

2.20.4 22/11/2018 Bug fixes:

Round effect added back on all control tiles
Resolved issue with tile “Tare” and “Gross” gross not working for load cells
Fixed issue disabling the 3rd bin on the 2nd UniPOD

2.20.3 26/10/2018 7104 Changes:

Initial version of requested update
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